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The One DevOps Platform

● Multimedia systems in Cars

● Managing vulnerabilities, 
everybody’s favourite job right?

● Security Workflows, then & now

● How to shift left 

● Summary

● Q&A

Agenda
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#whoami
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It all began with a multimedia system…

The average car has ~100 million lines of code

Commercial software typically has 20 to 30 bugs for every 1,000 lines of code…
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Managing vulnerabilities, everybody’s favorite job, right?

What happens when you find 10k 
vulnerabilities at the end of the 

SDLC?

What if you empower Dev to deal with 
each one at the point where it is 

introduced?
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Enabling Collaboration between Dev and AppSec

Developer

Emily

AppSec

Joe

�🏻
�🏽Collaboration
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Misunderstanding what “shift left” means...

There are a lot of misconceptions on what 
is “shift left” and how to do it effectively. 
Common myths related to “shift left” 
include:

What shift left doesn’t mean… 

● Asking developers to run security scans 
outside of their traditional workflow

● Expecting developers to understand what 
tools to run when and how to interpret the 
results
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Security - Old School !?

"Most security people have to change. They 
cannot be a gate that code has to go through to 
pass, or a security tollbooth: Stop here until you 
get the results back."
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Shifting Left with reduced complexity
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The One DevOps Platform

Proactively identify vulnerabilities 
and weaknesses to minimize risk

Secure

Available now

● SAST
● Secret Detection
● DAST
● Fuzz Testing
● API fuzzing
● Dependency Scanning
● IaC scanning
● License Compliance
● Vulnerability Management

Protect applications, services, 
and cloud-native infrastructure

Protect

Available now

● Container scanning

● Policy orchestration

SecOps Visibility

Shift Security Left

Types of Security 
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What about Compliance? 

Define your policies, manage them with less overhead, and generate necessary reports

Compliance 
Management

Settings that serve to meet 
specific compliance controls

DEFINE & MANAGE

Audit Events

Log activities to identify 
incidents and prove 

adherence to compliance 
rules

TRACEABILITY

Audit Reports

Export reports we compile for 
you.  Don’t build them 

yourself

REPORT
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First steps - some useful reading

GitLab blog series:

1. DevSecOps Basics
2. Create Silo Free Collaboration
3. Automated Security Testing
4. Build a Strong Security Culture

🧠 Education 
🎨 Secure by Design 
🚀 Automation 

https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2020/06/23/efficient-devsecops-nine-tips-shift-left/
https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2020/07/01/achieve-devsecops-collaboration/
https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2020/07/08/devsecops-security-automation/
https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2020/07/15/security-culture-devsecops/
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DevSecOps Basics - nine tips to shift left

https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2020/06/23/efficient-devsecops-nine-tips-shift-left/

1. Measure time lost in dealing with vulnerabilities after code is merged. Next, look for a pattern in the type or 
source of those vulnerabilities, and make adjustments for improvement.

2. Identify pain points and bottlenecks between development and security, create a plan to resolve them, and 
then execute on that plan.

3. Make small code changes. Smaller updates are easier to review and secure, and can be launched more 
quickly than monolithic project changes.

4. Automate and integrate security scans. Make scans ubiquitous, so that every code change is reviewed and 
vulnerabilities are found at their source of creation.

5. Build security scans into the developer’s workflow. Integrated security enables developers to find and fix 
vulnerabilities before the code ever leaves their hands. This also reduces the volume of vulnerabilities sent to 
the security team, streamlining their review.

6. Give developers access to SAST and DAST reports. While this is important for remediation, it’s also a 
valuable tool to help developers build secure coding practices.

7. Reduce or eliminate any waterfall-style security processes within your SDLC. You should always be able to 
change direction as needs arise: Keep your organization nimble.

8. Give the security team visibility into both resolved and unresolved vulnerabilities, where the vulnerabilities 
reside, who created them, and their status for remediation.

9. Streamline your toolchain so that employees can focus their attention on a single interface: A single source 
of truth.

https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2020/06/23/efficient-devsecops-nine-tips-shift-left/
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Desired Outcomes

● Greater efficiencies for both security and dev

● Consistent compliance to policy

● Reduced security exposure 

● Predictable costs
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The One DevOps Platform

Business Impact

● Improved Information Flow

● Organizational Culture 
Drivers

● Job Satisfaction
● Identity
● Reduced Team Burnout
● Lower levels of Deployment 

Pain
● Less unplanned work

● Software Delivery Performance
● Organizational Performance
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Summary

● Allow Developer & Security to collaborate and work 
together, we are all on the same team 🤝

● Shift Left with Security ⬅🔐

● Automate where possible 🚀
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The One DevOps Platform

‣ One interface

‣ One data model

‣ One permissions model

‣ One value stream

‣ One set of reports

‣ One spot to secure your code

‣ One location to deploy to any cloud

‣ One place for everyone to contribute



Thank you!


